A Genuine Prophet -- Always Wrong!
IF YOU SAY THE WORD PROPHET OR PROPHECY TO THE MODERN ASCENDING WESTERN CULTURAL MIND set, the likely response
will be, “Oh yeah, Armageddon.” And since the Book of Revelations is the only
significant body of prophecy that the western world has yet to experience, this
inclination makes perfect sense. But prophets and prophecy have an entirely
different meaning to the traditional descending Eastern cultures.
Eastern Mystics and Native Americans socially embraced their prophets. Vision
seeking played a central role in the religious life of the Plains Indians. Eastern
Indian Rishis often listened for the insightful voice of the super-conscious and
this often became their expected role in their community. Prophecy commonly
denotes a rich spiritual metaphor that signals the need to purify and renew lives,
not doom and gloom.
Many Native American Earth Changes prophecies are based on themes of emergence and migration. This migration is both literal and metaphoric, and the
map of guidance was always given through listening to the voice of the Great
Inner Self well before moving anywhere. The spiritual teachings of the Hopi based on this awareness of prophecy - is a life’s journey that, “Walks in beauty
and balance.” Prince Siddhartha, who later became known as the Buddha,
declared this philosophy, “The Middle Way.” The Master Teachers present the I
AM America Prophecies to illustrate how individual balance and harmony are
created through our daily choices.
The common dilemma facing Westerners is that its ear is not trained to hear
metaphor. This makes the interpretation of prophecy - written in the language
of the super-conscious - almost impossible to understand until this training is
complete. Joseph Campbell said, “The Metaphor is the Mask of God through
which eternity is experienced.” The spiritual teachings that accompany most
prophecies are designed to open your ears.
Traditional Biblical Armageddon destroys the old world, rewarding the gift of
paradise to the deserving. Again, another age old battle arguing the ethics of
good and evil. But the path of prophecy is experiential. The visions of prophecy
are spiritual teachings containing warnings - if heeded - are designed to heal and
renew our lives.
So please don’t call our office and ask, “When is this going to happen?” Honestly, we don’t know.

We can only share the messages with you and leave it up to you for your own
interpretation. However, we might point out the Twelve Jurisdictions [Spiritual
Teachings that are give in New World Atlas, Volume One]. Or address the Golden
Cities and how Earth and Human energy fields are ideally ONE.
There is a saying that a prophet’s work is truly complete when the events that are
prophesied never occur. If they do not occur, then those who had the “eyes to see”
and the “ears to hear” made the choice to heal and transform their lives. Catastrophe and destruction may be averted or avoided altogether. So inevitably, a genuine
prophet always has egg on her face.
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